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Large-scale conformational transitions are involved in the life-cycle of
many types of virus. The dsDNA phages, herpesviruses, and adenoviruses must undergo a maturation transition in the course of DNA
packaging to convert a scaffolding-containing precursor capsid to the
DNA-containing mature virion. This conformational transition converts
the procapsid, which is smaller, rounder, and displays a distinctive skewing of the hexameric capsomeres, to the mature virion, which is larger
and more angular, with regular hexons. We have used electron cryoÊ structures of both
microscopy and image reconstruction to obtain 15 A
bacteriophage P22 procapsids and mature phage. The maturation transition from the procapsid to the phage results in several changes in both
the conformations of the individual coat protein subunits and the interactions between neighboring subunits. The most extensive conformational
transformation among these is the outward movement of the trimer clusters present at all strict and local 3-fold axes on the procapsid inner surface. As the trimer tips are the sites of scaffolding binding, this helps to
explain the role of scaffolding protein in regulating assembly and maturation. We also observe DNA within the capsid packed in a manner consistent with the spool model. These structures allow us to suggest how
the binding interactions of scaffolding and DNA with the coat shell may
act to control the packaging of the DNA into the expanding procapsids.
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Introduction
A common theme in virus assembly is largescale conformational transitions of viral capsids
associated with speci®c events in the viral lifecycle. The binding of polioviruses and rhinoviruses
to their cell receptors induces conformational
changes, resulting in uncoating and release of viral
RNA into the cell (Rueckert, 1996). This transition
is similar to the expansion of plant viruses upon
depletion of divalent cations at alkaline pH
(Incardona & Kaesberg, 1964; Robinson &
Harrison, 1982). For plant viruses, the expanded
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form is thought to represent an intermediate in the
disassembly and infection process. In the case of
the isometric dsDNA bacteriophages, herpesviruses, and adenoviruses, the initial product of
assembly is not the DNA-containing virion, but a
precursor capsid, or procapsid (Casjens & Hendrix,
1988; D'Halluin et al., 1978; Rixon, 1993). These
procapsids lack DNA, but contain hundreds of
protein molecules not found in the mature virion,
termed scaffolding proteins (King & Casjens, 1974).
A critical step in assembly of these viruses, therefore, is capsid maturation, the transition of the
assembled coat protein shell from the procapsid
state to the mature virion state.
The differences between the two capsid structures are not limited to the procapsid containing
scaffolding protein and the DNA of the mature virion. Electron cryomicroscopy and image reconstruction have revealed characteristic differences
in the conformation and arrangement of the coat
# 2000 Academic Press
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subunits between procapsids and mature virions
from bacteriophages P22, l, and HK97 (Conway
et al., 1995; Dokland & Murialdo, 1993; Prasad et al.,
1993) as well as herpesvirus (Trus et al., 1996).
With the exception of the herpesvirus procapsid,
which is not smaller than the mature virion (Trus
et al., 1996), procapsids are smaller, rounder, and
display a distinctive skewing of the hexameric capsomeres. In contrast, the mature virion is larger
and more angular, with regular hexons possessing
6-fold symmetry. In many cases, these pronounced
structural transitions occur in the absence of any
proteolytic cleavages or covalent modi®cations of
the viral coat proteins (Casjens & Hendrix, 1988).
During maturation, several processes occur: the
scaffolding molecules are released from the procapsid, in a process that may or may not involve proteolytic cleavage of the scaffolding subunits
(DiIanni et al., 1993; King & Casjens, 1974; Nelson
et al., 1976; Onorato & Showe, 1975; Ray &
Murialdo, 1975); DNA is packaged into the capsid
in a process that requires phage-encoded packaging proteins and ATP (Black, 1989); and the coat
lattice undergoes conformational transitions leading to the mature structure. The order and causality of these events is still uncertain.
The maturation transition has been particularly
well studied for bacteriophage P22, a T  7 isometric phage of Salmonella typhimurium (Figure 1).
Assembly of P22 procapsid requires approximately
300 scaffolding subunits in addition to the 420 coat
subunits (Casjens & King, 1974). DNA is packaged
through a specialized vertex at one of the 5-fold
symmetry axes that contains a dodecameric portal
protein complex (Bazinet & King, 1985). During
phage maturation, all the scaffolding subunits are
released intact, and are recycled into newly assembling procapsids (King & Casjens, 1974). Structures
Ê resolution
of both procapsid and phage at 30 A
from electron cryomicroscopy and image reconstruction suggested channels at the centers of the
skewed hexons that were closed in the phage, and
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may be the sites for scaffolding exit (Prasad et al.,
1993). Raman spectroscopy of procapsid and
phage structures demonstrated that the coat protein is signi®cantly more protected from solvent
exposure in the phage than the procapsid (Tuma
et al., 1998).
Expansion of P22 procapsid to the mature form
can be induced in vitro by heating (Galisteo &
King, 1993). Differential scanning calorimetry of
procapsids showed that the maturation transition
is exothermic, demonstrating that the phage structure is a lower energy state than the procapsid
(Galisteo & King, 1993). The mature capsid of
phage T4 is also more stable than the T4 procapsid
and occupies a lower energy state (Ross et al., 1985;
Steven et al., 1992). The maturation transition is not
reversible for any of the dsDNA phages, providing
directionality to the assembly pathway. Thus, the
procapsid may be considered a metastable intermediate on the pathway to the mature virion.
An intriguing question is why the assembly
pathway for these viruses must proceed through a
procapsid intermediate. It may be that the conformational requirements for assembly and scaffolding binding are incompatible with the structure of
the mature virion, which is designed for optimal
stability and protection of the encapsidated DNA.
The structure of the procapsid may also be optimized for its function as a DNA packaging
machine, while the virion must be designed to
release DNA during infection (King & Chiu, 1997).
To address these issues, we used electron cryomicroscopy and image reconstruction to obtain
Ê structures of both P22 procapsid and mature
15 A
phage. At this resolution, domain motions
involved in the maturation transition can be
observed, helping to elucidate the structural mechanism of expansion. These structures, combined
with other recent structural and biochemical studies of P22, allow us to suggest how the binding
interactions of scaffolding and DNA with the coat
shell may act to regulate the maturation process.

Figure 1. Schematic of the bacteriophage P22 assembly pathway.
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Results
Three-dimensional reconstruction
Mutant scaffolding-containing procapsid and
DNA-containing phage were prepared as described
in Materials and Methods and imaged in a 400 kV
electron cryomicroscope (Figure 2(a) and (b)). Suitable high-quality images of the procapsid and
Ê procapsid
phage were processed, resulting in 15 A
and phage three-dimensional structures (Figure 3(a)
and (b)). Both capsids form T  7 icosahedral lattices composed of penton and hexon clusters.
Overall, these structures are consistent with other
P22 structures (Prasad et al., 1993; ThumanCommike et al., 1996) except that, as described
below, more detail is present due to the higher resolution of this study. Morphologically, as determined by Prasad et al. (1993), the procapsid has a
thicker shell, and is both rounder and smaller than
the thin-shelled polyhedral phage. Speci®cally, the
Ê, a
procapsid has a maximal diameter of 610 A
Ê , and an average diamminimal diameter of 588 A
Ê . However, the phage is polyhedral
eter of 600 A
Ê , a minimal
with a maximal diameter of 685 A
Ê , and an average diameter of
diameter of 615 A
Ê corresponding to an average expansion of
650 A
10 %, consistent with previous results (Prasad et al.,
1993). At this resolution, both the phage and procapsid have holes present in the center of the pentons and hexons. The holes in the phage, however,
Ê in diameter compared to
are approximately 15 A
Ê elongated procapsid holes. Thus, a clothe 35-40 A
sure of the procapsid hexon holes occurs during
maturation but is not a complete closure as indiÊ resolution structural
cated by the previous 30 A
studies of these capsids (Prasad et al., 1993).
Scaffolding-containing procapsid structure
The outer procapsid surface is covered with
penton and skewed hexon clusters (Figure 4(a)). In
Ê procapsid structure (Thumanthe previous 19 A
Commike et al., 1996), the hexon contained a local
2-fold symmetry axis that did not intersect the cen-

Figure 2. Electron cryomicroscopy image of bacteriophage P22 procapsid and phage. (a) The 400 kV images
of the procapsid and (b) phage recorded at approximately 1.2 mm underfocus. The arrow indicates the tails
Ê.
at the 5-fold position. The scale bar represents 500 A
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ter of the icosahedron. At this resolution, however,
visual analysis shows that this local 2-fold symmetry is not as apparent. The subunits that form
the hexon and penton clusters are composed of
hairpin-like densities (Figure 4(a), green density).
We cannot determine if a single hairpin or some
other density division corresponds to one subunit
of the coat protein gp5. However, to facilitate the
description of these complex structures, we refer to
the visually apparent hairpin-like density divisions
and other visually apparent density shapes. Furthermore, we have color encoded these densities in
the corresponding Figures using visually de®ned
boundaries. Note, that neither the density naming
nor coloring is intended to denote known subunit
or domain boundaries for the P22 coat protein.
Of the six hexon hairpin-like densities, the two
hairpins at opposite ends of the hexon long axis
are closed (Figure 4(a), green density at one and
seven o'clock positions), while the remaining four
hairpins are open. At the base of each hairpin are
two additional protruding densities. The ®rst of
these densities is a short, raised saddle-like region
that connects pairs of hexon-hexon and hexon-penton hairpins from neighboring capsomeres
(Figure 4(a), pink density). Each saddle is approxiÊ thick and connects hairpin pairs
mately 40 A
Ê apart. The second density conapproximately 20 A
nected to the hairpin is a small ``knob-like'' density
that extends into all strict and local 3-fold axes
(Figure 4(a), orange density). Notice that these
knobs also connect to adjacent hairpins within
each hexon and penton.
On the inner surface of the procapsid, trimer
clusters rather than hexon or penton clusters, dominate (Figure 4(b), purple density). These clusters
connect neighboring hexon-hexon-hexon and
hexon-penton-hexon trimers, linking three different
capsomeres. Each of these clusters is located at the
innermost radius within the procapsid, seeming to
form inwardly protruding trimers within the procapsid, and depressed trimers on the procapsid
outer surface. As described above, previous structural studies have located the wild-type scaffolding
protein at the tips of four of these trimer clusters
(Thuman-Commike et al., 1999a). The location of
the scaffolding within this mutant scaffolding differs from the wild-type in that the scaffolding is
located on all six hexon trimer cluster tips
(Thuman-Commike et al., 2000). Although the scaffolding is not visible at the contour shown in
Figure 4, modi®cation of the contour threshold
does allow visualization of the small ®nger-like
densities protruding from the six hexon trimer
cluster tips. Based on the localization of the scaffolding within this mutant scaffolding-containing
procapsid, this density is attributed to the scaffolding protein (Thuman-Commike et al., 2000). In
addition to the appearance of the trimer clusters,
the inner surface has inwardly protruding ®ngerlike densities surrounding each hexon hole
(Figure 4(b), red density).
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Ê resolution three-dimensional structures of the (a) procapsid and (b) phage
Figure 3. Surface representation of 15 A
with 5-fold and 3-fold axes marked. The thick outlines indicate the location of one penton and one hexon in each
structure. The thin outlines denote the location of the unit triangle.

Phage structure
The outer phage surface is composed of hexon
and penton clusters (Figure 4(c)). Unlike the procapsid, however, the hexons within the phage lattice are not skewed. That is, the hexons have
undergone a symmetrization during maturation. In
addition, the hexon hairpins that were closed in
the procapsid have opened in the phage, and interact more closely with neighboring hairpins within
each hexon and penton than with each other
(Figure 4(c), green density). As with the procapsid,
two additional densities protrude from each hairpin, forming saddles between hexon-hexon and
hexon-penton subunits (Figure 4(c), pink density)
and knobs at all strict and local 3-fold axes
(Figure 4(c), orange density). In the phage, the
saddles are more predominant than they were in
Ê
the procapsid. Each saddle is approximately 20 A
Ê thick in the procapsid,
thick, compared to 40 A
Ê long, compared to 20 A
Ê long in the proand 45 A
capsid. The knobs present in the strict and local 3fold axes are also more predominant in the phage
because these densities no longer connect to neighboring hexon and penton hairpins and because the
densities themselves are farther apart.
In contrast to the numerous features on the
external surface, the inner phage surface exhibits
no prominent features. One notable aspect is the
density that surrounds each hexon hole. As mentioned above, the phage hexon hole is partially
closed (Figure 4(c) and (d), red density), possibly
as a result of an outward movement of the ®ngerlike projections on the inner surface of the procapsid (Figure 4(b), red density).
DNA structure
Visual analysis of the phage images revealed
that 5-fold views of the phage particles depict

internal rings corresponding to the DNA
(Figure 5(c)) that are not present in other views
(Figure 5(a) and (b)). These rings are similar to
DNA ®ngerprints observed in other DNA-containing phages, including bacteriophage T4 (Lepault
et al., 1987), bacteriophage T7 (Cerritelli et al.,
1997), and in both the herpesvirus capsid (Booy
et al., 1991) and virion (Zhou et al., 1999).
Within our phage capsid shell there is a series of
Ê thick, concentric
®ve full, and two disjoint, 10 A
shells (Figure 6). Given that rings are not present
in all phage images, we decided to test if the
observed shells were a result of the icosahedral
averaging during three-dimensional reconstruction.
To test this, we compared equivalent views of electron microscopy images to projection images computed from our phage reconstruction. This
comparison (Figure 5) shows that the internal features of the electron cryomicroscopic images and
the corresponding computed projection images are
inconsistent. That is, with the exception of the 5fold views (Figure 5(c), (f)), the projection images
depict internal rings that the electron microscopy
images do not. Consequently, as with similar
results in herpesvirus (Zhou et al., 1999), we consider the observed internal shell density a consequence of application of icosahedral symmetry to
the internal DNA density within the phage capsid.
Maturation: comparison of procapsid and
phage structures
The maturation transition from the procapsid to
the phage results in several changes in both the
conformations of individual coat protein subunits
and the interactions between neighboring subunits
(Figure 7). First, there is a decrease in the number
of contacts within and between the hairpins forming the trimer clusters. Speci®cally, a decrease
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occurs in the number of contacts in the connections
of the small knob-like densities that extend from
the base of each hairpin (Figure 7(a) and (b)).
Second, there is a decrease in the procapsid shell
thickness resulting in the thinner phage shell
(Figure 7(c) and (d)). Third, the trimer clusters are
raised outward and the shell thickness decreases.
Fourth, the hexon and penton hairpins rotate, separate, and open (Figure 7(e) and (f), green densities). Last, the hexon hole diameter becomes
smaller (Figure 7(e) and (f), red densities).

(Figure 2(b)), it is possible to identify the portal
complex and tails when they are not oriented
along the end-on view. Given that we observe concentric shells predominantly in images of particles
with the icosahedral 5-fold view and without any
visible portal complex and tails, we interpret our
data to support the P22 DNA spool axis being parallel with the tail as for bacteriophage T7 (Cerritelli
et al., 1997).

Discussion

These structures, in combination with previous
results, suggest a mechanism by which the DNA is
spooled into the capsid. We notice that the
locations of the scaffolding viewed down a 5-fold
axis from the inner procapsid surface appear as a
series of rings (Figure 8). Each ring also consists of
groups of four coat protein trimer tips, with an
Ê -wide groove between pairs of trimer clus40 A
ters. We have previously proposed that the scaffolding resides as a tetramer over the top of this
groove (Thuman-Commike et al., 1999a). Upon
initiation of DNA packaging, DNA enters the procapsid at a 5-fold vertex that is the site of the DNA
packaging portal (Bazinet & King, 1985). We propose that the DNA spools into the capsid by following the circular ring denoted by the coat
groove and the scaffolding tetramers. Thus, both
the inner coat network of grooves and the presence
of the scaffolding act as a ``template'' for spooling
the DNA around the inside surface of the coat protein shell. Visual examination of the inner coat network of grooves and the corresponding scaffolding
identi®ed many possible ``templates'' rather than a
single predominant pathway. This organization of
the DNA by the coat protein groove may be similar to the manner in which DNA is ordered by
wrapping about the nucleosome core (Luger et al.,
1997).
This mechanism implies that at least for P22,
DNA packaging can only occur within the procapsid, and not the mature phage lattice, and requires
the presence of the scaffolding protein. Consistent
with this prediction, when DNA is lost in vivo
from expanded capsids that lack one of the proteins required to plug the portal vertex, it is not
repackaged (Strauss & King, 1984), and empty
mature capsids cannot package DNA in vitro
(Poteete et al., 1979). In addition, procapsids containing mutant scaffolding protein that leaks from
the capsid prematurely, fail to package DNA
(Greene & King, 1996). The presence of scaffolding
may not be necessary for DNA packaging in all
other dsDNA phages but, with the exception of T4
(Rao & Black, 1985), the need for an unexpanded
procapsid appears to be a general requirement
(Hohn & Hohn, 1974; Jardine et al., 1998; Masker &
Serwer, 1982; Shibata et al., 1987). The fraction of
the phage DNA packaged before the maturation
transition occurs is roughly equivalent to the
amount suf®cient to coat the inner surface of the
capsid with DNA in all cases (Bjornsti et al., 1983;

DNA packing
A recent spool model for DNA packing within
bacteriophage T7 proposes that the DNA is packed
in a series of cylinders increasingly smaller in
diameter parallel with the tail containing the 5-fold
axis of the phage (Cerritelli et al., 1997). We
observe ®ve complete and two partial concentric
shells within the phage structure (Figure 6). Our
experimental results indicate this density is a result
of the icosahedral averaging. Interestingly, howÊ spacing of these concentric shells is
ever, the 25 A
consistent with that observed in electron cryomicroscopy images and in solution X-ray scattering
of phages (Earnshaw & Harrison, 1977; ThumanCommike et al., 1999b). During our three-dimensional reconstruction process, the tail-containing
5-fold axis of each capsid is not aligned. Thus, if
the DNA were arranged as cylinder-like densities,
then during three-dimensional reconstruction,
these cylinders would, in effect, be rotationally
averaged together and result in the concentric
shells we observe in our three-dimensional reconstruction. In contrast, other DNA packing models
are not consistent with the observed ring-like patterns in our cryomicroscopy images, the observed
concentric shells in our three-dimensional reconstruction, or with other experimental results.
Speci®cally, in the liquid-crystal model (Lepault
et al., 1987) one would expect the varying orientations of the crystalline domains to average out
during the reconstruction, resulting in the appearance of disjoint density or noise within the capsid.
In the case of the spiral-fold model (Black, 1989;
Black et al., 1985), results from Raman spectroscopy
of encapsidated P22 DNA (Aubrey et al., 1992) do
not favor the sharp folds of this model. Furthermore, it is unlikely that such folded structures
would appear as the concentric rings observed in
our electron cryomicroscopic images. Consequently, we conclude that the appearance of concentric shells in our reconstruction is consistent
with the spool model (Cerritelli et al., 1997;
Harrison, 1983). Interestingly, previous electron
microscopy and X-ray diffraction studies of bacteriophage T4 heads (Earnshaw et al., 1978) indicate that the DNA is also packaged as a spool, but
with the spool axis perpendicular to, rather than
parallel with the tail. In some of our phage images

DNA packaging and maturation
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Figure 4 (legend opposite)

Earnshaw & Casjens, 1980; Hohn, 1983; Jardine &
Coombs, 1998; Shibata et al., 1987). This is consistent with our model of packaging, as after the ®rst
layer of DNA enters the capsid, the presence of the
template rings of the procapsid would no longer
be required to package inner DNA layers.
How does the DNA insertion cause procapsid
expansion? As the DNA contacts the scaffolding
subunits, it may trigger their release through the
hexon holes, most likely closing the holes by dragging the hexon ®ngers outward (Figure 7(g) and
(h)). Since scaffolding/coat interactions appear to
depend strongly upon interactions of charged residues (Parker & Prevelige, 1998), the close approach
of the highly negatively charged DNA may trigger
scaffolding release by counteracting these electrostatic interactions. This would then permit the tran-

sition to the expanded mature form, possessing a
much smoother interior surface that would allow
the DNA to be readily released upon infection of a
host cell (King & Chiu, 1997).
Scaffolding/coat interactions and assembly
We propose that the most fundamental conformational change that occurs during expansion is
the outward movement of the trimer clusters
(Figure 7(c) and (d)) and that this movement can
account for all the other maturation structural
changes. Speci®cally, we observe that the raising of
the trimer clusters at all strict and local 3-fold axes
produces the ¯atter icosahedral faces and more
polyhedral phage (Figure 3). The raised trimer
clusters also increase the size of each icosahedral
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Figure 4. Stereo-pair views of the outer and inner surfaces of (a) and (b) procapsid, and (c) and (d) phage with the
location of the 5-fold and 3-fold axes marked and the asymmetric unit outlined. The main structural features, which
were identi®ed through visual analysis of the three-dimensional map, are indicated in different colors. The coloring
was performed based on visual inspection and is intended to facilitate the description of key structural components.
It is not intended to indicate ®xed domain boundaries or any subunit localizations within the capsids. On the outer
surface, the green regions denote the upper hairpins of the penton and hexon subunits, the pink regions denote the
saddles between hexon-hexon and hexon-penton subunits, the orange regions indicate the small arm of density
extending from the base of each subunit in the strict and local 3-fold axes, and the red density denotes the visible
portions of the internal density surrounding the hexon hole. On the inner surface, the procapsid trimer clusters are
denoted in purple and the hexon ®nger-like densities are denoted in red. In addition, the dotted line marked on the
green density in the outer surface procapsid view denotes the closed hairpins and the continuous lines marked on
the green density in the outer surface of the procapsid and phage views denote the open hairpins.

face by enlarging the space between subunits at
each strict and local 3-fold axes (Figure 4), producing the larger diameter phage. Last, the outward
movement decreases the number of contacts within
and between the subunits forming the trimer clusters, resulting in the rotation, separation and opening of the upper hexon hairpins. It is thus
particularly intriguing that the trimer tips have
also recently been identi®ed as the binding sites for
the scaffolding subunits (Thuman-Commike et al.,
1999a). Scaffolding release is required for capsid

expansion and DNA packaging, as procapsids containing mutant scaffolding not released do not
expand or package DNA in vivo, and are more
dif®cult to expand in vitro (Greene & King, 1996).
Proteolysis and removal of scaffolding also precedes expansion in phages T4 and l (Black et al.,
1994; Zachary & Simon, 1977) as it would appear
that binding of scaffolding at the trimer tips
clamps the coat subunits into the procapsid
conformation. This may serve to prevent the capsid
from expanding until after the DNA enters and
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Figure 5. Comparison of individual phage particle images to computed projection images. (a)-(c) Individual electron cryomicroscopy particles images at 2, 3, and 5-fold views. (d)-(f) Corresponding views of computed projection
images.

expels the scaffolding, ensuring that the capsid
remains in a state competent for DNA packaging
until then.
It is also signi®cant that the coat subunits in the
procapsid make more extensive contacts with each
other at the trimer clusters, while in the phage,
these interactions are diminished. Our previous
model for procapsid assembly depends upon these
trimer interactions, along with interactions
between scaffolding subunits to regulate the
assembly of a correctly sized procapsid (Thuman-

Figure 6. Central section of the phage three-dimensional reconstruction showing the observed concentric
shells that correspond to the DNA. Five complete and
Ê
two partial shells (arrows), each approximately 10 A
Ê apart, are present.
thick and approximately 25 A

Commike et al., 1999a). The trimer interactions
may therefore be far more important at the procapsid stage than they are for the mature phage. In
contrast, the interactions of coat subunits within
capsomeres, via their hairpins, are more extensive
in the phage than the procapsid, probably contributing to the greater stability of the phage. Interestingly, it is in the degree of opening of their
hairpin-like densities that the seven coat subunit
conformations are most obviously distinct in the
procapsid. These distinctive hairpin conformations
may be essential at the procapsid assembly stage
to distinguish the seven quasi-equivalent coat conformations, and thus ensure formation of a correctly sized T  7 procapsid. The more uniformly
open hairpins of the phage coat subunits may
make a more stable capsid, but are impossible to
generate without error from soluble subunits. The
presence of scaffolding during assembly presumably plays a signi®cant role in generating the
diverse hairpin conformations in coat subunits of
the procapsid, since in the absence of scaffolding
protein the coat subunits of both dsDNA phages
and herpesvirus form aberrant structures or incorrectly sized capsids (Earnshaw & King, 1978;
Matusick-Kumar et al., 1994; Ray & Murialdo,
1975; Roeder & Sadowski, 1977; Tatman et al.,
1994; Thomsen et al., 1994).
Similar mechanisms may regulate conformational transitions in other viruses. The binding of polioviruses to their receptors induces conformational
changes that result in uncoating and RNA release
(Chow et al., 1997). Interestingly, various single
mutations in poliovirus coat proteins can lead to
defects in both assembly and uncoating. One such
mutant produces virions that are more labile to the
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Figure 7. Computationally extracted views of the procapsid (left column) and phage (right column) structure. Each
pair of rows depicts a selected region of the procapsid and phage viewed from the top (®rst row) and at 90  (second
row) along the direction of the yellow line in the ®rst row. In addition, the structures are color coded according to
the key structural components outlined in the legend to Figure 4. The coloring was performed based on visual inspection and is intended to facilitate the description of key structural components. It is not intended to indicate ®xed
domain boundaries or any subunit localizations within the capsids. (a)-(d) Isolated trimer cluster interaction viewed
down a 3-fold axis depicting the expansion that occurs at all strict and local 3-fold axes and the raising of the trimer
clusters. (e)-(h) Isolated hexon depicting the regularization of the hexon and the closure of the hexon hole. Note that
due to the curvature of the phage capsid, each hairpin within the hexon is viewed from a different angle. As a result,
some of the hairpins may appear signi®cantly different from others although they in fact are very similar.

uncoating transformation, and also results in
accumulation of many pentameric assembly intermediates that cannot proceed to form virions
(Moscufo & Chow, 1992). The non-assembly competent dimers and trimers produced by several
temperature-sensitive P22 coat proteins may represent the same class of defect (Teschke & King,

1995). Conformational changes in poliovirus can
also be regulated by the binding of external factors,
such as antiviral drugs that can block the uncoating step and stabilize the virus against transition
in vitro (Grant et al., 1994). The binding site for
these compounds is normally occupied by small
lipid molecules called pocket factors that stabilize
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Figure 8. Schematic of the procapsid icosahedral lattice viewed from the internal 5-fold axis. The outlines
indicate the positions of the internal trimer clusters with
labels denoting each of the seven quasi-equivalent coat
protein subunits. Scaffolding-bound subunits are
denoted with black circles and the proposed DNA path
in our DNA packaging/expansion model is shown by
the thick line.

the virus (Mosser & Rueckert, 1993). Scaffolding
proteins could be considered as a form of pocket
factor.
These new improved-resolution structures of P22
procapsids and phage therefore provide information on the structural mechanism of the maturation transition, as well as reveal a rationale for
such a transition to exist. Although the phage
structure provides the increased stability required
for protection of the DNA, it lacks the structural
features needed to distinguish the coat subunit
conformations for correct assembly, and to provide
a template surface for DNA packaging. The procapsid may be a metastable intermediate, but it
also appears optimally designed for ef®cient
assembly and operation as a DNA packaging
machine.

Materials and Methods
Sample preparation
P22 procapsids were prepared as described by
Thuman-Commike et al. (1999b) from a phage strain carrying a temperature-sensitive mutation in the scaffolding
protein gene, L177I, which impairs scaffolding release
from the procapsid. Mature P22 phage were prepared as
described by Thuman-Commike et al. (1999b).
Electron cryomicroscopy and image processing
Puri®ed capsids were prepared for electron cryomicroscopy using standard procedures (Adrian et al., 1984;
Dubochet et al., 1988). In the case of the phage, holey carbon grids coated with a thin layer of evaporated carbon
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were used. Samples were imaged on a JEOL 4000 with
400 kV electrons at ÿ168  C. Procapsids were imaged at
50,000 and the phage at 40,000 using ¯ood-beam
imaging. Images were recorded on Kodak SO-163 ®lm,
developed in full-strength Kodak developer D19 for 12
minutes at 20  C, and ®xed for ten minutes in Kodak
®xer.
Images were scanned on a Zeiss SCAI microdensitomer (Carl Zeiss, Inc., Englewood, CO) with a step size of
Ê /pixel for the
14 mm, corresponding to scan sizes of 2.8 A
Ê /pixel for the phage. For each suitprocapsid, and 3.5 A
able micrograph, defocus was assessed by locating the
contrast transfer function rings in the average power
spectrum (Zhou et al., 1996). For the procapsid, 11 micrographs with defocus values ranging from 0.9-1.4 mm
were used and for the phage, 15 micrographs with defocus values ranging from 0.9-1.3 mm underfocus were
used. Images were processed as described (Crowther
et al., 1970; Fuller, 1987; Thuman-Commike & Chiu,
1997; Thuman-Commike et al., 1996) resulting in the
determination of 697 procapsid orientations and 720
phage orientations. Full icosahedral symmetry was
imposed in real space after three-dimensional reconstruction (Fuller, 1987). Adequate Fourier space sampling was
ensured by analyzing the inverse eigenvalue spectrum
calculated during the interpolation step of the Fourier
Bessel analysis of the ®nal reconstructions (Crowther,
1971). The ®nal resolution was assessed as the point at
which the amplitude-weighted mean phase difference
between two independent reconstructions reached 45 
(Baker et al., 1990; Frank et al., 1981).
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